
 

 

Beginning Needle Felt 

Supply List 

Your kit will include: 

 9” x 28” Piece of wool felt 

 Enough roving to create your chosen design 

 Green yarn for flower stems if you’ve chosen the wispy flower design 

 Tracing paper to trace the hot water bottle pattern and flap curve pattern 

 

Items you’ll need to bring to class: 

 PunchWork Tool and PunchWork Stitch Plate for your BERNINA model 

o The tool and stitch plates vary by bobbin hook type and BERNINA model. You’ll 

need the tool designed for CB hooks if you own a CB model. All rotary hook and 

B9 hook models use the tool designed for rotary hooks. The stitch plates vary by 

model, not hook type. Bring your BERNINA model to Thread Play and we’ll help 

you select the correct accessories. I encourage you to get your accessories at 

least 2 weeks before class in case we need to order the correct pieces for your 

model. 

 BERNINA sewing machine 

 Knee lift lever 

 #1 or #1D foot if your machine is equipped with Dual Feed 

 Free motion foot 

o Any free motion foot will do but I prefer the #15 foot because it curves up in the 

front to glide over varying thicknesses more easily 

o You may try the BSR if you own one. I prefer manual free motion stitching for 

artistic effects with heavy threads and long stitches, such as the embellishments 

on the needle punch projects. Bring both the BSR and free motion foot as a 

back-up if you want to try the BSR. 

 Throat plate for stitching: Straight stitch plate preferred but not required 

 Machine cleaning brush 

 BERNINA machine oil 



 12 wt Wonderfil thread 

o I used light gold and dark turquoise on one gray with dot sample and only light 

gold on the other. I prefer only the light gold, but you may use as many colors as 

you wish. 

o I used a lovely, variegated green on the wispy flower design. The subtle color 

variations are beautiful. 

 All-purpose thread such as Metrosene or Aurifil 

o  Cream or medium gray, depending on which design you choose 

o Color to match 12 wt thread 

 2 Empty Bobbins OR:  

o One bobbin filled with cream or medium gray all-purpose thread, depending on 

which design you choose 

o One bobbin filled with all-purpose thread to match 12 wt thread 

 Fabric scissors 

 Thread snips 

 White chalk marker if making the gray with dots design 

 Blue or pink chalk marker if making the wispy flower design on cream 

 Straight pins 

 Size 90 Top Stitch Needles 

 Large eyed, sharp pointed, tapestry needle 

o The eye needs to be large enough to easily accommodate the 12 wt thread to 

bring thread tails to back of the project 

 Pinking shears (optional) 

 

The closure on the portfolio is your design choice. Options include no closure, a button with 

buttonhole, or snaps like I used. I’ll send you home with instructions for making the fancy, 

decorative only, button and fluffy piece I used on my samples. If you choose to make 

embellishments like mine, you’ll need: 

 Large snap 

 4” Square Warm and Natural batting 


